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An existing deHavilland C-8A "Buffalo" airplane has been modified into an
augmentor wing flight test vehicle. Research objectives are to verify the
augmentor flap concept and to produce data for STOL airworthiness criteria. The
Modified C-8A provides the means for Jet-STOL flight research down to a
60 knot approach speed. The airplane has a high.thrust-to-weight ratio, high-
lift flap system, vectored thrust, powerful flight controls, and lateral-
directional stability augmentation system.
Normal performance and handling qualities are expected to be satisfactory.
Analysis and piloted simulator results indicate that stability and control
characteristics in conventional flight are rated"satisfactory". Handling
qualities in the STOL regime are also generally satisfactory, although pilot
workload is high about the longitudinal axis.
Program scope has limited the depth of the design data base and the extent of
airplane modification. As a result, there are flight control risks associated
with "corners" of the flight envelope and with certain remote single failures.
In addition, adverse groiund effects-could result in hard landings. Engine
failure in the last few seconds of STOL approach may produce touchdown sink
rates in excess of landing gear capability. However, by adhering to a carefully
planned test program using experienced test pilots, the Modified C-8A has been









The technology for short takeoff and landing (STOL) airplanes is rapidly bei-
developed. One STOL powered-lift concept is the ausnentor wing Jet flap. Ear!
work with this concept was performed by deHavilland of Canada. ; -.L~-Ames joi-nei
in the aerodynamic development with a series of large-scale wing tunnel tests
beginning in 1965. The ensuing NASA research program, conducted with deH-avil ard
of Canada support, has been traced in Reference 1.
The NASA wind tunnel testing led to configuration studies to convert an existi:_
deHavilland "Buffalo" (U.S. designation C-8A) into an augmentor wing flight tes:
vehicle. A joint Canada-USA program was started in 1970. The Canadian Depart-m-et
of Industry, Trade and Commerce (DITC) has provided the propulsion package
through a contract with deHavilland of Canada and Rolls-Royce. The modified air-
frame has been provided by NASA through Contract NAS2-6025 with The Boeing Cc~pan,
Boeing design work began in mid-1970. The Modified C-8A is scheduled to fly
early in 1972.
Principal airplane modifications have- consisted of installation of jet engines,
ducting and the augmentor flap high-lift system. Other changes have included
redesigned control systems, the addition of a lateral-directional stability
augmentation system and modified hydraulic and electrical systems.. Stability
and control analyses have been made to evaluate flight safety and handling







0 1.2 MODIFIED C-8A DESCRIPTION
; 1.2.1 General
Figures 1-1 and 1-2 show the general arrangement of the Modified C-8A. Pertinent
configuration data are listed on Table 1-1. Augmentor-wing jet flaps, blown and
flap-drooped ailerons and fixed leading edge slats have been installed cn the
wing (see Figure 1-2). Wing span has been shortened by cutting the tips off the
original Buffalo wing in order to increase wing loading to 50 lb/ft at maximnum
landing weight (43,000 lb). Two Rolls-Royce Spey 801-SF split flaow jet engines
have been installed in modified underwing nacelles.
The fan flow from each engine is independently ducted to blow the augmentor flaps
and the aileron on the opposite side of the airplane. The ducting systems
feature a "duct-within-a-duct" dual nozzle flap blowing arrangement and crossover
ducts through the fuselage. With only one engine operating the entire flap span
continues to receive blowing air. Engine-out rolling moment compensation is
provided by asymmetric blowing to the opposite aileron. Duct routing is through
the wing leading and trailing edge areas to preserve the fuel tanks located
between the spars. With no diverter valves the flaps are blown at all times,
including the flaps-up cruise.- As a result the augmentor flap remains open even
in the cruise configuration. _ 
Engine primary flow exhausts through vectorable conical nozzles. The pilot can
rotate the hot thrust vector from a nearly horizontal acceleration force (engine
exhausting aft at 60 below the horizontal) to vertical lift at 90° . The nozzles
may be rotated further to crease a combined lifting and retarding (or deceler-
ating)force at 104° orientation. With the.conical nozzles occupying the nacelle









The Modified C-8A has two redesigned hydraulic systems which power the lateral
and directional flight controls, flaps, brakes, no'sewheel steering, lift dumo
surfaces, and the lateral-directional SAS actuators. Each hydraulic system is
powered by two engine-driven pumps, one on each engine. Either system, operatin£
on only one pump, can operate the critical flight controls including flap
actuation.
The Modified C-8A is equipped with two normally isolated electrical systems. The
left hand and right hand bus systems are each powered by an engine driven AC
generator via a constant speed drive unit. A failure of any one of the buses or
loss of a generator causes automatic transfer of the loads from the faulty bus
to the remaining operative bus. A battery provides power for lighting and
communication equipment should both main AC generators fail. Electrical power
is not required for operation of engines, flight controls or primary instruments.
The airplane can be safely flomw to a landing-without generated electrical power.
Being a research airplane, the Modified C-8A has permanently installed flight
test instrumentation. An instrumented nose 'boom has been added as part of, this
system.
Typical operational data for the airplane are listed on Table 1-2. Descriptions
of the primary flight controls and lateral-directional SAS follow.
1.2.2 Longitudinal Control System
The Modified C-8A retains the manual elevator spring tab longitudinal control
system of the original Buffalo. Figure 1-3 shows the elevator control system
schematic. Pilot and co-pilot control solumns are connected by a torque tube.
i Column movement actuates the elevator spring tab via a single cable run. The
0
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pilot moves the spring tab through a relatively stiff outer torque tube while
· remaining attached to the elevator through a weaker inner torque tube. Stick




0P force is derived through a combination of spring tab and direct elevator hinge
moments. Elevator torque tube and spring tab follow-up ratio have been nodified
to reduce stick forces for "one-hand" operation. The pilot comes into direct,
firm contact with the elevator after the torque tube winds up to a pre-set limit
(°1 stops in Figure 1-3). Elevator gearing to the column varies with airspeed due
to hinge moments, cable stretch, and-torque tube wind-up.
The stabilizer on the Modified C-8A has a fixed incidence setting. Hands-off
trim is produced by the balancing elevator trim tab as shown in Figure 1-4. A
motor and clutch have been added to the original trim tab circuit to provide the
pilots with electrical trim control using thumbswitches. A flap-trim interconnec
varies the airplane nose down trim authority to prevent the occurrence of an
excessive mistrim.
1.2.3 Lateral Control System
The original manual lateral control system has been replaced by a new, powered
system on the Modified C-8A. Lateral control is derived from a combination of
three aerodynamic surfaces: drooped and blown ailerons, spoilers ahead of the
ailerons, and augmentor flap chokes located on the outboard flap panels (see
Figure 1-5). Choke surfaces are also provided on the inboard flaps, and along
with the outer choke panels, are used for lift dumping on the ground.
The lateral control system schematic is presented in Figure 1-6. Hydraulic
actuators and control system components have been adapted from other airplanes
to assure airworthiness and high reliability. Pilot control is summed in series
with the lateral SAS actuator to produce the input command- to the central power
actuator via the feel, centering and trim unit. The dual-hydraulic central P.C.U.
o then actuates the dual cables: one direct to the ailerons and the other command-
ing inputs to the spoiler actuators (hydraulic system A) and the choke actuators
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-(hydraulic system B). The aileron is drooped by mechanical input from the flaps.
Spoiler and choke programmers are included in the system. In the event of total
hydraulic failure, the pilot reverts to direct manual control of the ailerons.
1.2.4 Directional Control System
Directional control is produced by the Buffalo double-hinged, two-piece rudder.
The rudder is powered by a dual-tandem hydraulic actuator. Pilot control from the
rudder pedals is summed in series with the directional SAS actuator output to
produce the input command to the rudder actuator. Pedal forces are provided by the
feel, centering and trim unit. The directional control system is sketched in
Figure 1-7.
1.2.5 Lateral-Directional SAS
The Modified C-8A has a lateral-directional stability augmentation system to
enhance STOL flying qualities below 100 knots---(automatic disengage speed). Two
basic modes are provided:
1.. Normal Stability Augmentation
The normal mode provides the following:
(a) roll mode augmentation (roll damping)
(b) spiral mode augmentation-. -
(c) turn coordination
(d) dutch roll damping (I damper)
Automatic gain switching with flap position is included to produce more
uniform response over the flap operating envelope. Control wheel position
is programmed into the lateral SAS channel to improve the linearity of the
airplane roll response for small wheel inputs.
2. Variable Stability Augmentation
o The variable stability mode permits selection of a wide range of lateral-
directional characteristics by gain and sense control of the following:
a
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(a) roll rate to lateral control feedback (Clp)
(b) yaw rate' to lateral control feedback (Clr)
(c) sideslip to lateral control feedback (CeA)
(d) yaw rate to directional control feedback (cnr)
(e) roll rate to directional control feedback (Cnp
(f) roll attitude to directional control feedback Turn Coordination
(g) aileron to directional control crossfeed Cross-coupling
The stability augmentation system is non-redundant with SAS actuators limited in
rate and authority to a safe value. In the "normal mode" isolation is maintained
between the lateral and directional SAS circuits. Separate sensors are used to
prevent simultaneous failures about both axes. Figure 1-8 shows the SAS schemati
with the separate roll axis and yaw axis computers.
All signal computation for the variable stability mode is done in one computer
(axis isolation does not exist in this mode). Surface commands from the variable
stability computer are fed to their respective "normal" mode augmentation comput-
ers in order to use the same SAS servo actuator loops.
The servo actuators are connected in series, so that SAS commands are not
reflected at the pilot's controls.
Two control panels are provided for-mode and gain control. In addition, discon-
nect switches are located on the pilot's and co-pilot's wheels for quick SAS
disengagement.
To maintain continuous SAS operation in the event of an electrical system
failure (perhaps caused by an engine failure), circuitry has been installed to
automatically transfer the SAS to the remaining electrical-bus.
1.3 Data Base
O0
The aerodynamic data base for the Modified C-8A comes from a deHavilland-built,
large-scale augmentor wing model tested for NASA in the Ames 40x80 wind tunnel
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and from the original DHC Buffalo itself. Two tests were conducted with the
model configured to represent the Modified C-8A: PHASE IV in free air (Refer-
ence 2) and PHASE V in the presence of a ground plane. Figure 1-9 shows a 3-view
drawing of the Ames model. The data base also extends to earlier developmental
testing conducted by deHavilland and NASA (see Reference 3). Empennage aerodynamic
characteristics were obtained from data on the original Buffalo.
Working data used in the prediction of Modified C-8A characteristics were inter-
polated and extrapolated from the wind tunnel data base. Extensive corrections
were made for differences in geometry between the actual airplane and the wind
tunnel model. Jet flap theory was required to fill in voids in the data. Linear
superposition techniques were used in the data build-up. Downwash was computed
using a "horse shoe" vortex theoretical model factored to match the limited
amount of wind tunnel data.
Lateral-directional static stability derivatives were obtained from wind tunnel
data. Considerable scatter exists in the wind tunnel data for C /
At STOL approach conditions it appears that the Modified C-8A may have no
dihedral effect, i.e. C~ 0. Dynamic stability derivatives for the Modified
C-8A have been estimated using theoretical expressions developed by deHavilland
for the augmentor jet flap. Vertical and horiziontal tail contributions have
been calculi ted using "force-times-arm" techniques.
Hinge moment data for the elevator and rudder were obtained directly from work
done on the original Buffalo. Spoiler hinge moments were estimated using Boeing
data on similar spoiler arrangements. Aileron hinge moments were estimated from
Z test data on the large-scale Ames model and from other sources (e.g., Reference 4').
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Piloted operation characteristics were evaluated using the simulator. Use was
made of the Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA) facility located
at NASA-Ames. The digital simulation included a six degree-of-freedom
motion base cab configured to represent the Modified C-8A. A color T.V.
display, engine noise and a turbulence model were a part of the simulation.
Pilots from NASA, The Boeing Company and deHavilland Aircraft of Canada "flew"
the simulation based on a detailed mathematical model of the Modified C-8A
(References 5&6).. The testing provided both design information for new systems
(e.g., lateral control and SAS) and preliminary evaluations of operational
characteristics. Piloted characteristics reported in this document came from
the simulator studies, which are reported in detail in Reference -7. .
While not up to commercial aircraft standards, the data base was deemed
sufficient for design of an experimental flight test vehicle. It must be
kept in mind, however, that a considerable amount of interpolation and extra-
polation has been used in predicting the Modified C-8A flight characteristics.
The probability that the actual airplane will not fly exactly like the
predictions is much higher than for "production" airplane programs with a more
extensive data base.
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· Avg. Chord = 29%c,
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* Avg. Chord = 35%
Full-Span
% * -25k° Se +150
· Two 83% Semi-span Tabs
(7% Tail chord)
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SCe = 209 ft3
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AUGMENTOR CHOKE
· Avg. Chord = 9% Cw
· Full-Span on all Flap
Panels (0%SCH 100%)
BLC AILERON
· Avg. Chord = 22.5% Cw
. Span: 71%•v\100%
· -16.5 °0 ' a 6 4 °
* Half-Span Geared Tab
(4% wing chord)













· Avg. Chord = 40%
· Double-Hinged Rudder
(Vt @ 60% & 80% Chord)
· Full-Span
* -25°< r < +25°
* Aft Rudder Segment
deflects an additiona















. Avg. Chord = 14% c.
· Hinge Line @ 62% c 
* 0° E < 50°
sp = 17 ft3/surface
- = 17 ft /surfaceCrp
II. WEIGHT, C.G., INERTIA
Max. Taxi Weight = 45,000 lb
Max. Zero Fuel Wt. = 37,000 lb
Max. Gross Weight = 45,000 lb
Max. Landing Weight = 43,000 lb









*With fuel added, beyond O.E.W., the nominal
CG follows a sihgle linear line between 27%
and 30% Mac
At 40,000 lbs
IXX = 260,000 slug-ft2 (fuel system modified)
Iyy = 205,000yy
IZZ = 495,000o 'L.
IXZ = 35,500 "
i,. . . .
.I
III. PROPULSION
At 60 kts, sea level, standard day'**
* Maximum gross hot thrust, THOT L- 150 lb/engine (vectorable)
* Ram Drag = 650 lb/engine
* Maximum isentropic* cold thrust - 3550 lb/engine _---
*Installation losses, including ducts, included out to nozzles.
**NOTE: Actual typical approach power setting is at 92% RPM with T =
3200 lb/eng and TC LD 2375 lb/eng.COLD


























Design Cruise V =VM =C MO





Flaps Up (5.60) -.5g- nz<- 2 .2 5g
MAXIMUM ALTITUDE
15,000 ft
II. TYPICAL DESIGN FLIGHT CONDITIONS
TAKEOFF
SF = 30°0 ,'= 6, Ve = BO kts, Y=150 (2 eng, takeoff power, 45,000 lb)
CRUISE
SF = Up,'v= G
°
, Ve = 
1 40 to 160
LANDING
SF = 650°,V/=O0 , V = 60 kts,-Y 
'iF -e_
kts,Y = 0
-7*50, bn Zmargin = ,35 -
.aV = 16 kts
margin
III. TYPICAL PERFORMANCE
Takeoff & Landing Field Lengths:
Ferry Range : 350 N. Mi.
Endurance (Landings & Go-arounds
T 20e Ft (.oWork) > 1 Hour(LII
Test Work) : > 1 Hour
Y Includes R.T.O. stopping distance; two-engine takeoff requires only 1000ft.
~* Actual, unfactored field length. (Brakes do not have anti-skid).
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2.0 STABILITY AND CONTROL CRITERIA
This section presents a brief listing of criteria affecting the stability and
control characteristics of the Modified C-8A.
Stability and control criteria used in the design and analysis of the Modified
C-8A are derived from a number of sources:
* NASA design preferences
· Boeing design experience
· Results of NASA/Boeing simulator studies
* Airworthiness regulations (References 8 and 9)
* Published reports on STOL handling qualities (e.g. References 15 and 16)
Every attempt was made, where possible within the contract scope, to satisfy
the following criteria.
2.1 General Criteria
These "general" criteria apply to overall airplane characteristics:
1. Flight control characteristics shall permit safe, acceptable STOL operation
with a skilled pilot. Adequate control and maneuverability shall be
available to enable the pilot to make speed, power and configuration changes,
to negotiate moderate levels of turbulence, wind shear and cross wind and.
to counteract probable failure conditions.
0





2. Control systems shall be designed to provide satisfactory handling
qualities through adequate rate, authority and dynamic characteristics.
GQenerally, full control deflection should be available within 0.5 sec at
STOL flight conditions.
3. Under normal operating conditions the airplane shall be dynamically stable
about all axes.
4. The airplane shall be controllable for continued safe flight to a landing
with any probable single failure, including hydraulic or electrical power
failures, or any combination of failures not shown to be extremely remote.
This condition excludes Jamming.
5. The airplane shall be controllable for continued flight to a safe landing
after any single Jam in the control-system unless shown to be extremely
remote. The Jam position condition applies only to probable control surface
positions.
6. The airplane shall be controllable to a safe landing following loss of
both hydraulic systems.
7. The airplane shall be controllable if all engines fail.
2.2 Longitudinal Stability and Control Criteria
1. The existing Buffalo longitudinal control system shall provide adequate
control power for trimmed and maneuvering flight within the defined
operational flight and CG loading envelopes of the Modified C-8A.
Maneuvering requirements shall include, but not be limited to, the
following:
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* Load factor capability from 0 ' t ,_ 21 °.
* Sufficient longitudinal control for flap extension and retraction
and for power and thrust vector changes.
· Elevator power to demonstrate the minimum flying speed at each flap
position and then recover.
· Sufficient control for takeoff rotation, including realistic takeoff
mistrim.
· Elevator control for landing flare.
* Maximum pitch acceleration at 60 kt STOL approach of .5 D/sc .
2. Pitch control sensitivity (pitch acceleration per unit column deflection)
shall have a satisfactory pilot rating, nominally "3 . S
at STOL landing approach.
3. The elevator control system shall produce stick forces compatible with
one-hand operation at STOL flight conditions.
4. The elevator control-system shall have:'positive centering.-
5. Hands-off trim capability hall be provided for all steady, "lg" flight
conditions from STOL reference approach speed to VMO.
6. Longitudinal trim rate shall provide acceptable trimming performance.
7. Control to a safe landing shall be possible with the trim system Jammed
in normal flight trim positions.





8. The pilot shall be able to recover from an inadvertent runaway, mistrimmed
condition with less than 125 lb of stick force.
9. The Modified C-8A shall have acceptable longitudinal static and maneuvering
stability.
.10. Flight path or "speed stability" shall be acceptable for normal piloted
operation.
11. Longitudinal dynamic stability shall be positively damped.
2.3 Lateral-Directional Stability and Control Criteria
2.3.1 Lateral Control Criteria
1. The Modified C-8A shall have adequate lateral control power for maneuvering,
with the following characteristics at 60 kt STOL approach conditions:
* g ax1 z 20 bwA/set
· 6 D· E
* t30 2'5 S'EC
2. Lateral control power shall be sufficient to negotiate a 20 kt crosswind
or achieve sideslips of fi15° at 60 kt STOL approach conditions using
less than 50% maximum available roll control.
3. -For emergency landing conditions (at higher approach speeds) the lateral
control system shall produce:
' * ' ' .Z ''/s"
* ,lo 4 s6.
o 10 ! 4 s 
D6-40381
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4. The Modified C-8A shall have adequate lateral control power to counteract
rolling moment due to engine failure with the following constraints:
* Initial engine-out transient followed by pilot
corrective action shall not produce excursions greater
than 20°o or 15s°.
* At 60 kt STOL approach and emergency power setting on
remaining engine, required lateral control must be
less than 601o of aailable roll control.
* Remaining roll control power must be sufficient to effect
recovery from the takeoff or landing approach engine
failure conditions.
5. Lateral control power shall be sufficient to counteract failures in the
lateral-directional SAS.
6. Lateral control power shall be sufficient to counteract fuel unbalance
conditions.
7. Control power and design of the lateral control system shall provide
capability to counteract:
· Jammed surfaces in normal position
* Cable breaks in the wing
* Hydraulic system failures
· Air ducting system failures
8. Lateral control sensitivity (roll acceleration per unit wheel displacement)
shall have a satisfactory pilot rating, nominally /S . lO 0/Cs
at STOL landing approach.
0
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9. Rolling moment shall be linear with wheel up to 40% S1 w . Any
non-linearities between 40% C 2w < looo7 Ew must produce only a
MAX
"convex" rolling moment characteristic.
10. Lateral control interactions in lift and yawing moment shall be minimized.
11. Wheel force shall be compatible with one-hand operation (less than 20 lb
maximum).
12. The lateral control system shall have positive centering.
13. Lateral trim capability shall be provided for all probable lateral mistrim
conditions.
14. For emergency operation, in manual reversion, acceptable roll control shall
be achieved using a maximum wheel force of vFi r S L6 .
2.3.2 Directional Control Criteria
1. The Modified C-8A directional control system shall provide adequate control
power for maneuvering, with the following characteristics at. 60 kt STOL
approach: 
* Ltams .15 R&A/sECt -
* t$ Z.L z ez
2. Directional control power shall be sufficient to negotiate a 20 kt cross-
wind or achieve sideslips of j I> 15at 60 kt STOL approach using less than
75% .R
3. The Modified C-8A shall have adequate directional control capability to
counteract yawing moment due to engine failure such that V < X 6 SO SL.





4. Rudder control power shall be sufficient to counteract failures in the
lateral-directional SAS.
5. Directional control sensitivity shall be acceptable. Yawing moment shall
increase continuously with pedal deflection producing increasing sideslip
angle.
6. Pedal force shall be greater than 50 lb maximum (nominally 100 lb maximum
for satisfactory operation).
7. Directional control shall have positive system centering.
8. Directional trim capability shall be provided for all long-term
directional trim conditions.
2.3.3 Lateral-Directional Stability Criteria
The following criteria apply to the Modified C-8A with lateral-directional SAS
operative.
1. Dutdh roll period shall be less than 12 sec, and damping ratio shall be
positive.
2. Spiral mode time to double amplitude shall at least be greater than 20 sec;
preferably the spiral mode should be slightly stable.
3. Roll mode time constant shall at least be T c- Zsecand preferably be
4. Turn entry using only lateral control shall be accomplisKded with minimum
lateral-directional cross-coupling and heading lag. Specifically, induced
peak sideslip to peak bank angle should be A C .3 . Lag in
heading should be less than t < ec.
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5. The Modified C-8A shall possess static directional stability (recover
from yawed conditions with rudder returned to neutral) and static lateral
stability (recover bank angle from a sideslip condition with wheel
returned to neutral).
NOTE: With lateral-directional SAS inoperative, the airplane shall be flown
in a configuration to assure continued flight to a safe landing.








Longitudinal characteristics of the Modified C-8A are influenced by two features
not found on conventional airplanes: aerodynamics dependent on Jet flap blowing;
and vectored hot thrust. Figure 3-1 illustrates typical wing-body aerodynamic
characteristics. Lift, drag and pitching moment are dependent on blowing level
(isentropic thrust coefficient, Cj) as well as angle of attack and flap angle.
Downwash at the tail, which is related to wing lift and Jet strength, is also
a function of Cj as shown in Figure 3-2.
Horizontal tail aerodynamic characteristics are presented in Figure 3-3. The
tail has a relatively high aspect ratio, inverted camber, and a large-chord
elevator. A very effective elevator is important because tail incidence is fixed
The elevator is actuated manually by the pilot via the spring-tab system. Stick
force gradient with elevator deflection increases with airspeed. Modifications
to the spring tab follow-up ratio and to elevator torque tube stiffness have
produced lowered stick forces compatible with one-hand operation. Stick
force characteristics are shown in Figure 3-4. At STOL approach maximum stick
force is slightly above 30 lbs compared to 55 lbs with the original system.
(With the low force gradient system centering could be a problem even with low
friction levels). At the torque tube wind-up limit the pilot reacts against
elevator hinge moment directly with no more assistance from the tab. Stick
force gradient becomes very steep. Normal flight maneuvering does not require
elevator deflections into this region.




Elevator-to-column gearing varies with airspeed due to the spring-tab feature
as shown in Figure 3-5. The large gearing ratio at the 60 kt STOL condition
is advantageous for good pitch response. Elevator dynamic response characteristic
to a step column. input have been estimated. At 60 kt STOL conditions natural
frequency is We 10 rad/sec and damping ratio is Se .2. Frequency and damping
both increase with airspeed. Flutter analyses have cleared the spring-tab
configuration, and dynamic problems are unlikely.
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3.2 Static Stability and Control
The Modified C-8A has an installed thrust-to-weight ratio approaching T/W - .5.
The very effective high-lift system generates a design approach lift coefficient
of _t 4 0 or roughly twice that of "conventional" high-lift systems. Maximum
qs
performance in terms of low operating speeds, short field length and wide
variation in flight path angle is impressive. Typical flight path capability for
reasonable variation in power setting is shown on Figure 3-6. Climb and descent
angles are considerably steeper than found with conventional transports. Body
attitude also varies over a large range as shown in Figure 3-7. Takeoff attitude
is quite high. Attitude changes significantly with speed in such a way that
attitude becomes an indicator of flight condition.
Stall speed (lg at CLmax) varies over a considerable range as well. Figure 3-8
shows typical minimum airspeed variation with flap and power setting at 40,000
; lb. Power effect is quite pronounced. At landing flaps ( 65) minimum
airspeed varies more than 40 kts. Mose operational flight speeds at takeoff and
landing (V2 :76 kts, Vap 60 kts) occur below power-off stall. The Modified2 app
C-8A truly operates in the "powered-lift" STOL regime.
The Modified C-8A has a limited fore and aft center of gravity range shown in
Figure 3-9. With fixed equipment installation (basically flight test instru-
mentation) and no provision for passengers, the need for loadability range is
not great. Structural design CG limits have been further restricted by aero-
dynamic considerations resulting from fixed tail incidence. The instrumentation
rack in the cabin has beendesigned for fore-and-aft movement. Minor CG adjust-
ment (+.6% aft at OEV) is possible by this means.
Di-.
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Elevator deflection is used for both 'lg' trim and maneuvering. Elevator
required to hold steady, 'lg' flight has been computed for all combinations of
weight, speed, flap deflection, power setting and hot thrust nozzle angle at
nominal CG locations along the fuel loading line. Figure 3-10 presents the
envelope of these conditions for the existing stabilizer incidence setting of
iT = +1°. Typical trim requirements for normal operation at 40,000 lb are
also shown on the figure. For most flight conditions elevator angle will lie
within a few degrees of neutral. This fortuitous situation occurs because
pitching moment produced by flap deflection is almost entirely counteracted by
tail lift induced by changes in downwash angle. Large elevator deflections are
needed for stall maneuvers and full power application at landing flaps, vectors
down.
The trimmed lg flight conditions at nominal CG produce tail lift requirements
shown in Figure 3-11. Tail lift and angle of attack required to trim extreme
flight conditions may bring the tail close to stall. These conditions are
flaps up stall and high power at landing flaps with nozzles down. Tail stalling
produces non-linear elevator hinge moment characteristics with possible stick
force lightening. The airplane may exhibit nose down "tuck" in the flaps down:
critical condition. Flight corners must be approached cautiously.
"Hands-off" trim (Fs = 0) is, provided by using the trim tab to balance elevator
hinge moment. The trim tab deflection limits are shifted with flap angle
by a series interconnect with the flap system. The purpose of the flap inter-
connect is to prevent running thetrim tab to excessive airplane nose-down
elevator angles. Diving flight beyond operational placard speeds may result
with large stick force required for recovery. Hands off elevator trim limits
are shown for the flap-speed envelope on Figure 3-12.
REV SYM l DE C D6-40381
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Trim at the structural CG limits requires additional elevator deflection and tail
lift shown in Figure 3-13. In order to keep the elevator angle near neutral for
normal conditions, the stabilizer incidence angle should be shifted instead. Man-
euvering capability is degraded somewhat as the CG moves forward of nominal. At
aft CG static longitudinal stability degenerates, particularly in the STOL regime
Classical static longitudinal stability is characterized by the amount of stick
force (elevator deflection) required to slow down (pull) or speed up (push) away
from a trimmed flight condition. Standard practice dictates a stick force slope
of 1 lb/6 kts; however, proper direction of force application is more important
than force gradient level. Moreover, STOL flight at very high lift levels gener-
ates high induced drag. Many STOL conditions end up on the "backside" of the pocer-
required characteristics. In this situation both power and elevator modulation is
required to maintain the trim condition.
Figure 3-14 presents static longitudinal stability characteristics at nominal
takeoff condition. The airplane is on the "front side" of the power curve as
indicated by the flight path angle variation with speed. The stick force gradient
is stable down to about 14 kts below trim speed. Below 67 kts the airplane tends
to be self-stalling and requires close pilot attention.
The cruise condition shown in Figure 3-15 is stable and well-behaved. The airplane
has adequate longitudinal stability at "conventional" approach condition (Figure
3-16). Mild powered lift effects are evidenced by the change in required trim
angle of attack (constant speed) when power setting is used to vary glide slope
The 90 kt approach was found a suitable alternate landing condition.
Powered lift effects become very pronounced at the design STOL landing-approach
('d= -7.5° at 60 kts). Flight path may be controlled in two ways: by power changes
or by thrust vector (nozzle) modulation. Figure 3-17 illustrates the wide
REV SYM . No.D6-40381
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variation in glide slope attained by either method. The design approach conditir
(EF = 650°,=90° , 92% RPM) was selected to assure the following margins with hot
thrust perpendicular to flight path: hnz'- .35g>,VApp 10 kts from VMiN and OF 5c
(150 from stall). It can be seen that power changes vary the margins. At 60 kts,
advancing throttles to takeoff setting produces Anz .6 5g and 4V z22 kts. Reducimr
power setting on the other hand lower margins. This characteristic is due to the
"lift coupling" with the throttle. In fact, advancing throttles on approach
generates a net instantaneous force on the airplane oriented almost directly
perpendicular to the flight path. Significant changes in angle of attack must
take place to maintain trim speed. The upper curves on Figure 3-17 show that
margins and trim angle of attack remain relatively constant when hot thrust
vectoring is used to set glide slope. Nozzle modulation about the /= 90° trim
point produces instantaneous axial forces on the airplane analogous to power
setting on conventional airplanes.
Figure 3-18 illustrates the effect the two control techniques on airplane atidtude
and trim. Extending the approach, i.e. raising the flight path angle, by rotating
the nozzles aft produces a conventional nose-up change in attitude. Increased
power also reduces glide slope but the airplane pitches nose down, which is uncon-
ventional. Airplane attitude variation with' change in airspeed ate= -7.5° is ouitd
pronounced but conventional in direction. Trim elevator change is small in all
cases. In the simulator studies, the pilots considered the reversed attitude dusk
with power as "unstable". For STOL approach the pilots concluded that nozzle
modulation provided the best means of flight path control.
Figure 3-19 presents typical static longitudinal stability characteristics at
STOL landing approach. The rate of change of glide slope with speed is =
.2 deg/kt (unstable), which is over three times greater than that permitted by
MIL-F-8785 (Reference 11) for conventional airplane operation. Using thrust
I' i- nt }. n



















vector modulation, the pilots were able to track the approach path with acceptabl
results. Static stability exists for speed increase above 60 kts, but the slope
and magnitude of pull force below 60 kts is very low. The pilots had to devote
considerable attention to the task of maintaining control at STOL approach.
Reduced stability with lowering flight speed is brought on by several effects.
First, reduced airspeed increases blowing coefficient, Cj, thereby producing an
inherent degradation in aerodynamic stability. This degradation is caused pri-
marily by change in wing lift curve slope and downwash flow field at the tail. ThE
second contributor to reduced stability is the nose-up hot thrust moment. The
hot thrust nozzles are located below and ahead of the center of gravity. Tail lift
is required to trim the thrust moment. If, for example, speed is reduced, the
hot thrust nose-up moment remains constant while the aerodynamic pitching moment
is reduced ("q" effect). The net result is a virtual destabilizing pitch-up due
to thrust. Figure 3-20 presents the "equivalent" (includes thrust effects)static
aerodynamic stability characteristic of the Modified C-8A at landing approach.
Even though a stable slope (CL C exists at constant speed, the effects of
CJ and hot thrust produce a de-stabilizing trend as speed is reduced at "lg".
Hot thrust effects are even more pronounced; in the two-engine go-around condition.
Figure 3-21 presents static longitudinal stability characteristics for the "wave-
off" condition. Elevator-to-trim actually reverses slope markedly as speed is
reduced below the 65 kt nominal wave-off trim speed.
STOL, powered-lift flight produces a number of undesirable pitch-axis character-
istics. Powered flight controls, longitudinal SAS, and automatic airspeed
control have been investigated and found beneficial (Reference 10). Program scope
precluded their addition to the Modified C-8A. Actual flight testing will reveal
Just what improvements are needed for satisfactory pilot ratings.
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3.3 Maneuvering Stability and Control
Typical flight maneuvers affecting longitudinal control consist of takeoff
rotation, pulling load factor, flap and power changes, reaching minimum
airspeed (stall), flight path tracking, and landing flare. The following shows
that the Modified C-8A has adequate longitudinal maneuvering control capability.
Takeoff Rotation
Short takeoff field lengths imply high lift capability, rapid acceleration and
low operating speeds. There must be sufficient elevator power to begin
rotation at a low enough speed such that takeoff attitude is reached on or
below the design liftoff speed. Takeoff rotation speeds have been determined
in Reference 7 between 58 < VR < 72 kts for standard day takeoff at Flaps 30° .
Figure.3-22 presents the elevator angle required for nose wheel liftoff at
the beginning Of rotation. Minimum nosewheel liftoff speed using maximum
elevator is on the order of 50c<Ve < 57 kts depending on airplane gross weight.
Takeoff rotation can be initiated at VR using approximately %e -10° and a
stick force of FsX15 lbs. The airplane speed is increasing quite rapidly
making continued rotation easy. -
Load Factor Capability
The Modified C-8A has acceptable load factor capability for pull-ups and turns.
Figure 3-23 presents a summary of elevator-per-g, stick-force-per-g, and
maneuver point. It happens that the rearward shift in CG along the fuel
loading line (Figure 3-9) offsets the increased gross weight effect in
0
O
REVSYM i A i/ZCA'II N .o. D6-40381
I-~rp
IPAG E3.29
establishing $e/g. For all practical purposes e/g has only a single value at
a given flight speed. With the modified spring tab system, stick-force-per-g
is now satisfactory at Fs/g 35 to 45 lb/g. Original Fs/g was about twice
the current level. Maneuver point (CG where 3 e/g = O) is well aft of the
nominal CG. Note that the destabilizing effect of CJ does cause the maneuver
point to move forward at low speed, flaps down conditions.
Sufficient elevator authority exists to maneuver to limit load factor at cruise.
Stick force gradient is low up to elevator torque tube wind-up limit (°1)
as previously shown in Figure 3-4. Beyond this point there is a tenfold increase
in force gradient which effectively limits further elevator rotation.
Figure 3-24 shows airplane load factor capability at elevator °1 limit.
Capability is slightly in excess of design limit load factor at maximum gross
weight. Stick force at the °1 limit is on the order of Fs 60 lbs at cruise
speeds. At low speeds md flaps down conditions load factor is limited by wing
lift and not elevator deflection.
One important maneuvering flight condition is recovery from overspeed condition
at VD = 180 kts. Figure 3-24 shows that there is plenty of capability at VD
when maneuvering from a lg trimmed (Fs = O) flight condition. An electrical
trim system has been installed on the Modified C-8A which actuates the trim tab
via thumbswitches. A failure in this single-channel system could conceivably
produce a trim runaway which would tend to dive the airplane if the pilot.
released the control column. Safety is provided by three design features:
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-The pilot can override the trim motor and re-trim :with the manual trim
wheel using less than 10 lb of force,
(2) A disconnect switch is provided to shutoff the trim motor, and
(3) The flap-trim interconnect mechanism limits airplane nose-down trim
authority to a safe level (see Figure 3-12).
Recovery capability from a full nose-down mistrim is shown in Figure 3-25. The
pilot can maintain lg flight by pulling approximately 40 lbs on the column.
At the Q1 limit the pilot can generate nz = 1.5 g using about 70 lbs of stick
force. Without the flap-trim interconnect the pilot would not be able to hold
1 g at the °1 limit.
Flap Transitions
Elevator control power is adequate to trim the effects of power, thrust vector
and flap setting as shown in Figure 3-10. It is important that transitions
from cruise to landing and go-arounds from landing can be made with "one-hand"
stick forces. The reduced stick force modification plus small elevator
requirements make this possible. Typical trim changes- for a flap transition
from cruise to landing are shown in Figure 3-26. Elevator required to trim at
Flaps Up, Ve = 120 kts is almost unchanged by the time landing approach
configuration is reached (9F = 650, Ve = 60 kts). Starting from trim (Fs = 0)
at 120 kts the stick force required without re-trimming'is less than 7 lbs
(pull). Most of the stick force is caused by the flap-trim interconnect which
moves the elevator position where F
s
= O. Power must be increased from 87% RPM
(level flight at F = 5.6, 120 kts) to 90% RPM (level flight at SF = 30°) to
92% RPM on approach.




The most stringent flap retraction condition is at go-around on two engines
when power and thrust vector changes are included. Figure 3-27 shows the
trim changes for this maneuver. Most of the stick force required to maintain
trim away from the approach condition comes from power and thrust vector change
at ~F = 650. For the go-around (and takeoff transition as well) the flap-trim
interconnect programming actually helps to reduce force change. Maximum stick




Transitions from cruise-to-landing and landing-to-cruise were evaluated on the
piloted simulator. Figure 3-28 shows a typical flap extension maneuver. The
technique shown was used most often in setting up the approach from cruise.
First, the pilot rotated the nozzles downward which effectively reduced forward
thrust permitting speed bleedoff. Thrust was increased to maintain lift and
rate of climb. Power setting was then left at the "approach" level and was not
subsequently modulated. This insures adequate lift margins and reduces workload.
The flaps were then extended to SF = 650 and the speed reduced to V = 60 kts
APP
at about the desired rate of descent. Two things may be noted: (1) elevator
deflection required to accomplish this transition is small and (2) selection
of SF = 30° in one step may be too abrupt since rate of climb "ballooned" at
that point. Transition to STOL approach was considered satisfactory by the
pilots.
A flap retraction maneuver from the simulator is presented in Figure 3-29.
Beginning at the 60 kt approach condition the pilot's first step was to rotate
O
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nozzles aft. Note the momentary increase in sink rate as direct thrust lifting
force was rotated out from under the airplane. Speed increased almost immediately
and the airplane approached level flight. The pilot elected to partially retract
flaps and maintain level flight (the altitude was over 1000 ft). Thrust setting
had to be reduced to keep airspeed from increasing. Further flap retraection was
accomplished in level flight. With reduced power the elevator deflection to trim
actually went a few degrees trailing edge up in contrast to the full power go-
around of Figure 3-27. It appears that the flaps up speed at the end of transitia
was somewhat low at 100 kts (oUF10°), although the pilot was able tomaneuver wel
Stall Characteristics
The Modified C-8A has sufficient elevator authority to reach minimum airspeed
(CLMAX 1 g stall) and recover. Elevator to stall is shown in the static longitud
inal stability data (Figures 3-14, 16, 19, and 21). The stability degenerates at
low speeds due to effects of Jet flap blowing and direct hot thrust moments (Fig-
ure 3-20). In many instances VMIN is reached holding "down" elevator. Pilots
noted this effect in the simulator. By staying alert to these "self-stalling"
tendencies the pilots rated the airplane acceptable as a research test vehicle.
The Modified C-8A can achieve very low stall speeds (Figure 3-8). Nose-up,-attitud
may be very high for power-on stalls ('Figure 3-7). In other cases rate, of sink
may be large at stall (Figure 3-6). All of these characteristics may preclude
actually reaching many "1 g stall" minimum speed conditions.
Characteristics at or beyond CLAX' are inferred by analyzing the existing augmen-
tor wing wind tunnel data. Figure 3-30 presents lift and pitching moment
data from the Ames Phase IV wind tunnel test (References 2 and 3). ,3 Lift
0 loss-beyond C is gentle as expected with leading edge slats. Sharp
o rolloff or wing drop is not expected. Pitching moment breaks nose down at




dstall with only some "flattening" in stability at CLMAXj Pitch up at stall is
not envisioned, keeping in mind the low stability levels prior to reaching
CL`MAX.
Tuft flows and pitching moment characteristics on the Ames model have been
analyzed by deHavilland. .. .. ,  Wing stalling begins at the
root and spreads outward. Body blowing was incorporated into the model to
smooth out spanwise lift distribution. Maximum lift, CLMAX, increased and
stall characteristics improved. Body BLC has been installed on the Modified
C-8A.
Data on flaps up (bF = 5.60) stall are virtually non-existent, although they
are thought to be similar to flaps down characteristics. One thing is apparent:
the flaps up Modified C-8A reaches CLMAX at a much higher angle of attack (and
attitude, power-on) than the original Buffalo, This characteristic does mean
that the tail is at high angle of attack and near its own stall point at flaps
up VMIN (see Figure 3-11). Elevator hinge moments shift at tail stall causing
an elevator upfloat tendency which is exhibited to the pilot as force lightening.
"T-tail" stall characteristics are not completely known for the Modified C-8A
configuration. It is deemed prudent to approach flaps up stalls with caution
when determining characteristics in flight.
Pitch Control Sensitivity
Tight pitch attitude control is important, especially when tracking glide
slope on landing approach. The pitch attitude time constant is proportional
_ to to' - X } At 60 kt approach Modified C-8A pitch:-time constant is
0
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good with Ld = .48 l/sec. This value is the same as the average L0 for
conventional Jet transports operating at twice the approach speed. Modified
C-8A wing loading at about half that for conventional Jets offsets the effect
of reduced approach speed. Pitch response is also dependent on elevator'
effectiveness. Pilot opinion of pitch control effectiveness is related to
pitch sensitivity (pitch acceleration produced by unit control column
displacement).
Figure 3-31 shows the effect of pitch sensitivity on pilot rating from earlier
NASA/Boeing studies. Modified C-8A pitch sensitivity level at 60 kt STOL
approach is shown with the pilot rating obtained in the simulator study. The
Modified C-8A pitch sensitivity is about twice the average for conventional Jet
transports at landing approach.' The lower dynamic pressure at 60 kts is offset
by effective, large-chord elevator and very low pitch inertia. Pitch
sensitivity at higher speeds was high enough to draw an occasional pilot
comment in the simulator studies.
Maximum pitch acceleration with full aft column at the STOL approach condition
is e x .4 RAD/SEC 2. While less than the original design objective (whichmax
is attainable with elevator trimmed at Se = 00), pitch acceleration capability
actually exceeds that of most conventional Jet transports.
At this point, it should be mentioned that pilot induced oscillations (PIO)
were experienced in the simulator studies. All pilots experienced it at
various times during the two simulator test periods.:.. - . ,







elevator system which reduced the tendency for PIO. However, PIO continued to
occur on occasion. Rapid pitching moment input or change in flight condition
could set it off. The PIO period was approximately 3 seconds and the
amplitude was often nearly constant. These pitch oscillations could not be
induced without the pilot in the loop. A mild PIO is evident in the flap
retraction maneuver shown in Figure 3-29. Pitch rate oscillates for over
30 seconds duration due to elevator cycling. It is thought that PIO is unlikely
to occur in the actual airplane; however, pilots are advised to be alert to
any tendency to PIO.
Landing Flare
The landing flare maneuver is more difficult from STOL approach than conventional
for three fundamental reasons: steeper glide slope angle, lower airspeed, and
stronger ground effect.
The STOL landing design condition for the Modified C-8A calls for V = 60 kts
APP
at $ = -7.5° compared to VApp 120 kts and = -3° for conventional JetAPP
transports. Design rate of descent is 800 fpm (13.3 ft/sec), which is about
one-third higher than conventional. Sink rate must be arrested in the flare
because the landing gear touchdown limit is 12 ft/sec. The steep approach
path results in nose-down body attitudes in contrast with most Jet transports
which approach slightly nose up. Rotation in the flare is mandatory to prevent
hitting the nose gear first. The requirement to arrest sink rate and rotate
calls for load factor to bring flight path nearly tangent to the runway at
touchdown. (A 3 to 4 ft/sec touchdown sink rate is considered reasonable.)
Flare initiation altitude increases with steepening glide slope for a given load
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factor flare. Using a typical flare at vf = 1.07g (-nlflare = .07g) the
Modified C-8A must commence flaring at 40 to 50 ft altitude, roughly double
that of conventional transports.
The second factor, low airspeed, detracts from the ability to generate load
factor by increasing angle of attack. Conventional flaring is done by pitching
up with elevator to increase lift. Angle of attack increase required to achieve
a given load factor is inversely proportional to = n . Conventional
transports average n -d= 3.5 g/rad at approach compared to nt 1.5 g/rad
for the Modified C-8A at 60 kts. The Modified C-8A must increase angle of
attack by over twice that of conventional Jets to flare at the same load factor.
Finally, adverse ground effects hinder the flare even further. Near the
ground it becomes increasingly difficult to generate high lift coefficients
( I because the presence of the gound restricts the upwash flow field to the wing.
Additional lift degradation is iroduced if the Jet sheet from the flap and/or
direct hot thrust flow impinges on the ground. At the same time the downwash
flow field at the tail can no longer "flow downward" due to the ground. The
relative angle of attack of the horizontal tail changes producing a nose don
pitching moment shift onthe airplane, requiring up elevator control input.
In contrast, conventional Jet transports approaching at moderate lift
coefficients experience little, if any, ground effect in the flare.
The only ground effect data for the augmentor wing configuration comes from
the NASA Ames wind tunnel testing. ., Figure 3-32 presents the
effect of proximity to the ground on basic aerodynamics for the landing
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to Modified C-8A h = 4 ft. Data show a reduction in lift-curve-slonegear
resulting in 10% lift loss relative to free air atC(-100 . The lift loss is
of the same magnitude as flare load factor. Maximum lift capability is also
restricted. At constant lift coefficient drag is increased due to increased
angle of attack. Pitching moment shifts as wing lift and do-.nwash are
affected. Airplane stability in ground effect is increased because downvash.
angle no longer changes with angle of attack. The magnitude of the pitching
moment change is about the same as that for an elevator control input of
ate = 200.
Existing wind tunnel data also show the following trends:
1. Ground effect is negligible at i/c = 2.lg corresponding to hgear = 16 ft on 
the Modified C-8A.
2. Ground effect becomes less severe with decreased blowing coefficient, CJ
(i.e. reduced lift level).
3. Ground effect is much reduced with hot thrust nozzles rotated aft.
4. Ground effect on lift was virtually non-existent by rotating the flaps
back to ~F = 50 ° indicating reduced Jet sheet effect.
5. Ground effect on pitching moment was evident in all data, but about halved
at = 50°0.
Considerable speculation abounds about actual Modified C-8A ground effect
severity. There are valid arguments that the wind tunnel data are pessimistic
due to the effects of wind tunnel boundary layer and relatively low hot thrust





nozzle location on the model. Nevertheless, the trends seen in the data
have been seen before (e.g. see Reference 12). It is expected that at least
the qualitative features of ground effect will be seen on the Modified C-8A.
Elevator to flare using the standard technique (pull back on column) has been
estimated. Figure 3-33 presents elevator requirements for STOL and conventional
landings. Considerable elevator deflection from approach trim is necessary for
the STOL landing. Conventional landing flare should present no problem.
With the spring tab modification, stick force at flare is well within "one-hand"
capability. While Figure 3-33 shows sufficient elevator capability, actual
STOL landing flare may be hampered by limitations on maximum lift and body
attitude.
STOL landing flares were studied using the simulator. The pilots had difficulty
with the simulator visual display which adversely influenced their capacity to
Judge flare initiation altitude. For the sake of simplicity, a single set of
ground effect characteristics, representing the most severe wind tunnel data,
were used for all landings. At actual approach flight condition the simulated
ground effect influence on wing lift was roughly 50% over the corresponding
wind tunnel increment. Even with these shortcomings, the simulator provided
insight into the landing flare maneuver.
In general, simulator flaring was begun between 35 and 55 ft altitude. Nose-up
rotation achieved attitudes between 3° Oec 60° at touchdown at angle of attack
between 10° - c < 140. Lift gained by rotation merely offset lift loss in
ground effect. Flight path angle was still about 6 =--70 at touchdown. Very
e little load factor was generated in the flare. Airspeed bleed-off was about 3
0
• to 5 knots in the flare. Touchdown sink rate using full "simulator" ground
effect averaged 8.8 ft/sec for 45 landings.




Upon recognizing the severity of the landing flare maneuver, reductions were
made in the Simulated ground effect. Drag and wing-body pitching moment effects
were put to zero since previous investigation had shown these terms to have
little effect. Lift loss was reduced by 50% (to below wind tunnel levels).
The downwash changes at the tail were left at full value. Figure 3-34 shows a
typical elevator flare into this level of ground effect. Full elevator was
used to generate the desired change in attitude and angle of attack. The load
factor was still small ( max 1.05 g) and touchdown sink rate was high.
With further trials, the average touchdown sink rate with modified ground
effect came out near 5 ft/sec. All lift loss in ground effect was removed from
the simulation, and the aerage touchdown sink rate remained near 5 ft/sec. Even
with mild ground effect m lift, Modified C-8A STOL landings are apt to be "firm"
even using full elevator.
Landing flare characteristics are one of the research objectives for the Modified
C-8A. A number of flare techniques using thrust and nozzle rotation were
practiced on the simulator. Advancing throttles in the flare increases lift
directly by increased Jet flap blowing and by direct hot thrust since the
nozzles are atV = 900° . (Throttles should never be retarded in the flare in
the powered-lift mode). The pilots took advantage of this feature. Figure 3-35
shows alaniing using this technique which reduces elevator required to flare and
allows flare to be initiated at lower, more conventional, altitude. Touchdown
sink was quite low using this technique. Using power to flare requires
careful timing and precise control coordination.. With the proper aids or
systems the powered flare has good potential.
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A step-by-step approach to full STOL landing is recommended. Conventional
landings at F = 300,°' = 60, VApp = 90 kts,X = -30 pose no problem. Testing
should proceed carefully to lower speeds, higher flap settings, and steeper
approaches. Hot thrust vector mgle should be lowered by increments. In this
way landing flare and ground effect can be assessed safely.
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At STOL approach the hot thrust vector is perpendicular to the flight path
(Y- 900). Thrust vectoring effects on flight path and body attitude have
been shown in Figures 3-17 and 3-18. Transient response to nozzle rotation with
pilot controlling elevator is shown in Figure 3-41. Nozzle rotation initially
causes the airplane to settle as direct lifting force is removed. Subsequent
airspeed and angle of attack changes result in stabilized climbing and descending
conditions. Attitude change is "correct". Pitching moment due to thrust orien-
tation (nozzles are below and ahead of the CG) must be counteracted by the pilot
to prevent stalling. Smaller changes in nozzle angle were used in the simulator
for glide slope tracking. Transient effects in speed and elevator were then
smaller. The pilots found that nozzle rotation took the place of "throttles"
at STOL landing approach.
Gross changes in flight path are possible by rotating nozzles fully aft and
increasing power setting. The transition to a two-engine go-around from STOL
approach is shown in Figure 3-42. The transient characteristics shown in
Figure 3-40 and 3-41 are seen to combine in Figure 3-42. The airplane pitched
nose up, increased speed, pulled load factor and climbed away - all conventional
characteristics. The pilot, however, had to use considerable down elevator to
maintain trim. Positive climb gradient was achieved w'ithin 5 seconds of initial
control input using about 80 ft altitude. Subsequent modifications to throttle
and nozzle control handles allow simultaneous control inputs using one hand.
Two engine go-around can be effected· with very little altitude loss and with
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3.4 Dynamic Stability and Control
The dynamic longitudinal stability characteristics of the Modified C-8A vary
from "conventional" at cruise to highly "unconventional" at STOL approach. Low
airspeed fundamentally affects frequency and damping: short period is no longer
"short" and phygoid period is no longer "long". Aerodynamic characteristics are
dependent on speed and power setting through the Jet flap. Direct hot thrust
effects are strongly felt at STOL speeds. The propulsion system produces normal
force as well as axial force. Vectorable thrust adds a new dimension to
transient response. High induced drag effect produces considerable speed
change if angle of attack is changed. The simulator, with its non-linear data
base, provided the most meaningful insight into dynamic response.
The most conventional flight mode is cruise where flaps are up and power effects
are minimum. Figure 3-36 shows the response to step column input at 155 kt,
flaps-up cruise. The short period has about a 3 second period and damping
ratio of Q .5. Phugoid has a 40 second period with ~ .05. The separation
between short period (attitude) and phugoid (speed) permits conventional
short term control of attitude and flight path using only elevator. Airspeed
changes little for the first 5-6 seconds and nz crossover takes 11 seconds.
A step increase in throttle at 155 kt cruise is depicted in Figure 3-37. With
no pilot input to elevatorthe airplane pitches up into a climb (thrust line
below CG) and slows down approximately 10 kts. If the pilot holds the nose down
(push force), the airplane would accelerate in speed. Thrust changes with
nozzles aft produce conventional response for long term control of flight










Nozzle rotation downward from the aft position acts essentially like a
decrease in power setting at cruise. The flap extension maneuver shown
previously in Figure 3-48 illustrates how the pilot may rotate nozzles to
bleed off speed.
Transient response at the other end of the flight envelope, 60 kt approach,
is considerably different than cruise. Figure 3-38 shows airplane response
to a trailing edge down elevator step at 60 kts. The "short period" is highly
damped (P .8 sec, g = .8). Airspeed change is immediate. Actual response
seen by the pilot is a sluggish combination of classical short period and
phugoid modes. Figure 3-39 shows airplane response to pulse and step trailing
edge up elevator inputs. Again speed changes are immediate. Initial response
is in the correct direction, but an increase in rate of climb turns into a
decrease as speed changes. This is typical of "backside" flying. Low static
stability (see Figure 3-19) is evident in that only a small trailing edge up
elevator step ( reC = -2° ) is required to stall the airplane. The airplane
can no longer be flown conventionally, using elevator alone for modulation
of flight path at constant speed.
Response to thrust change is no longer conventional. Figure 3-40 shows a step
power increase at STOL approach from the first simulation period. With flaps
and nozzles down, thrust increase produces normal force (lift) instead of
axial force. The airplane heaves upward pulling load factor. Angle of attack
reduced by about o(= -90, and the airplane went into its phugoid (no pilot
input to elevator). Average speed was actually less than the original trim
_ value. Attitude was more nose down. Unconventional attitude change (see
M also Figure 3-18) was regarded as "unstable" by the pilots.
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The ailerons droop with flap deflection to improve lift and drag. Figure". 4-5
presents the aileron droop schedule. Optional capability for increased
droop angle is available as shown. Control surface programming with pilot's
wheel is shown in Figure 4-6. Aileron programming has been made nearly
linear., " Sm = 750 to maintain good mechanical advantage in manual
reversion. Tight spoiler programming is provided to minimize aerodynamic dead-
zone and achieve full control input with less than full wheel for better roll
sensitivity. Augmentor choke deflection is delayed with wheel deflection to
maintain clean flap geometry and minimize lift loss for small control input.
Wheel position is fe& forward electrically through the SAS to double the
system gain for the first 3°0 w. This system feature was added to offset any
mechanical and/or aerodynamic deadzone which may exist in the system.
Boost-on lateral control feel and centering forces are shown on Figure 4-7..
One-hand control is easily possible. Full surface travel is possible within
1/2 second, and control wheel rates up to 200 deg/sec will not cause the valve
to bottom in the central power control unit. Lateral trim authority is quite
adequate (see Figure 4-7) and trim rate exceeds ~w > 4 deg/sec (per pilot
requests).
The Modified C-8A lateral control system is quite effective aerodynamically.
Figure 4-8 shows that rolling moment coefficient at landing approach is 60%
larger than the 737 at its approach condition. Note the "convex" shape to the
rolling moment curve and the steep slope about 9w = 00. These features were
purposely designed into the system to satisfy design criteria deemed essential
for STOL flight. Yawing moment due to lateral control is very small at the
REV SYM ''"/ O o. D6-40381






Estimated lateral-directional aerodynamic data for the Modified C-8A were derived
from wind tunnel testing, basic Buffalo characteristics and theoretical methods
(dynamic derivatives). Wind tunnel testing of the augmentor wing model
indicates that basic sideslip characteristics are well behaved with the
exception of Ci . NASA wind tunnel testing (References 2 and 3)
revealed that there may be no dihedral effect at STOL landing conditions,
i.e., Cap-- O. While this adverse characteristic may not exist in flight,
wind tunnel testing of a Jet flap model (References 12 and I3)and a BLC model
(Reference S'4)have revealed the same trend. It seems likely that dihedral
effect and-related dynamic problems will indeed occur. At the same time high
lift coefficient results in a large amount of rolling moment due to yaw rate
(Ctr), and spiral stability degenerates. Other dynamic cross-coupling effects
become more pronounced at STOL conditions. Lateral-directional handling
qualities are poor producing the requirement for powerful flight controls and
a stability augmentation system.
Lateral control is provided by a combination of ailerons, spoilers and
augmentor chokes. Typical rolling moment data for each surface are shown in
Figures 4-1, 4-2 and,4-3. It is immediately evident that lateral control power
is dependent on blowing level as well as surface deflection. Even aileron
hinge moment is a function of blowing level as shown in Figure 4-4. (High
hinge moment slope dictated the geared tab feature to make manual reversion
feasible). Lateral control requirements influenced flap and aileron blowing
distribution across the wing span to assure adequate control at STOL conditions.
REV SYM "'AG NO. D6-40381
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design landing approach condition; however, both favorable and adverse yawing
characteristics are found at other conditions. In all cases Ij aC .
Lift loss due to lateral control is proportionately less than many airplanes
due to outboard spoiler location. At the design approach condition
C._--.4 (1o° o$ IS) at full wheel with most lift loss coming from the
augmentor choke. Effective center of rotation lies within the width of the
fuselage. Optional surface programming capability is available and hydraulic
power .to surface pairs may be shutoff. Rolling moment with wheel may be
varied for lateral control testing as shown in Figure 4-9.
The Modified C-8A also has a powerful rudder for crosswind and engine-out control
Fin lift produced by rudder deflection (Figure 4-10) is about 60% greater than
the conventional rudder on the 737.
Pedal force from the feel-and-centering unit is shown in Figure 4-11. The
pilot has rudder trim for 1/4 pedal travel (C Sn ) which is barely adequate.
Rudder authority is limited at speeds greater than 100 knots by hydraulic boost
hinge moment limitation (blow down). Enough rudder authority exists, even on
one hydraulic system, to trim an engine-out condition. With both hydraulic
systems operating, the rudder as capability to generate excessive sideslip
angles and fin loads at speeds above 100 knots. The pilot is warned not to use
too much rudder at cruise conditions.
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4.2 Static Stability and Control
With its powerful rudder the Modified C-8A has capability of achieving large
sideslip angles. Figure 4-12 presents sideslip-to-rudder characteristics at
the critical STOL approach condition. Maximum rudder yields - 250 based on
extrapolated data. Such angles appear feasible since U.S. Army flight tests
on the original Buffalo (Reference 14) showed capability atj 20°,from 65
to 109 kts. The wheel deflection shown in Figure 4-13 corresponds to two
anticipated extremes in the value of C . Data at landing flaps indicate
that CIA = 0 while theoretical estimates would show CV = -.004 /deg. A
"statically stable" airplane requires right wheel for left pedal in a sideslip.
With Cjt = 0 an "unstable" left wheel input is required to offset rolling
moment due to fin lift. In fact, the airplane will appear neutrally stable at
C%~=-.0015/deg. At 60 kts aerodynamic sideforce is relatively small compared
to airplane weight, thus only small bank angle is required to maintain straight
flight path.
Crosswind requirements and airplane capability are shown in Figure 4-14. The
Modified C-8A can handle a 20 kt crosswind-at 60 kts using less than full rudder
and much less than full lateral control. It should be noted however that the
basic Buffalo exhibited some undesirable T-tail flow separation characteristics
at high sideslip angles. Vortex generators were added to the fin and horizontal
tail to remedy the situation. Until the Modified C-8A is fully tested, a 10 kt
crosswind limit appears prudent for STOL operation.
Lateral control power is needed for two other static conditions: engine-out
trim and fuel unbalance due to pump system failure. Engine-out control is
given special consideration in Section 5.0. Sufficient lateral control exists
to trim the worst likely fuel unbalance condition (Figure 4-15).
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4.3 Maneuvering Stability and Control
The Modified C-8A has satisfactory lateral and directional control power for
maneuvering on the critical STOL landing approach. Control power was evaluated
on the simulator using "S-turns" on landing approach with moderate turbulence
levels. Figure 4-16 presents maximum rolling moment capability (Cjmax) for
variations in speed, flap angle and power setting. Since surface effectiveness
is related to blowing coefficient, C.max changes significantly with speed and
power. Superimposed on the figure are lines of constant roll acceleration at
reduced roll inertia (Figure 4-17). Time required to achieve a 0 = 300 bank
angle is less than 2.5 sec with SAS-improved roll time constant. Bank angle in
the first second will exceed 01 = 6° with SAS. Steady-state roll rate is in
excess of 20 deg/sec even with some control power used by the SAS for roll dampin
The Modified C-8A meets its lateral control design criteria.
Good lateral control sensitivity, w/~, as deemed most important by the pilots
who flew the simulator. A number of changes were made in the course of the desi
cycle to improve the lateral control system. Figure 4-18 shows the progression.
The trend to increase aerodynamic rolling moment for small wheel deflections was
complemented by reductions in roll inertia (Figure 4-17). Pilot rating of lateral
control sensitivity is shown in Figure 4-19. The current Modified C-8A design
level is noted by the arrow. Lateral control sensitivity is now rated as satis-
factory. (Evaluation of sensitivity levels is possible in flight test by the
features noted in Figure 4-9).
Rudder control power is high. Figure 4-20 presents instantaneous yawing
acceleration due to full rudder and heading angle change in 2.2 sec.- The heading
change maneuver was calculated including the effect of yaw damping from the SAS.
At 60 kt approach the Modified C-8A meets the design criteria and has more than
adequate control power for decrab on the crosswind landing.




Beyond normal maneuvering requirements the lateral and directional control
systems must have sufficient capability to handle certain failure modes.
Hydraulic System Failures
The lateral control system is powered by two hydraulic systems. Part of the
control capability is lost following a single hydraulic system failure. Figure
4-21 shows this control degradation. The condition of spoiler hydraulics
failed was evaluated in the NASA-Ames piloted simulation and found acceptable.
If both hydraulic systems fail, the system reverts to direct manual control
over the ailerons. In this instance the pilot must also overcome aerodynamic
hinge moments on the ailerons through the unpowered central power control unit.
Figure 4-22 shows the control power available from the ailerons at a wheel
force of Fw = 65 lbs. Lateral acceleration and roll rate capability exceeds the
criteria for emergency levels at 85 to 100 knots. Manual reversion (elevator
and aileron control) was tested in the simulator and found flyable although
some rudder control, which is unavailable, was considered desirable. The wheel
force/aileron gearing with control wheel deflection is also illustrated in
Figure 4-22. High friction levels and deadspaces produced by the central
power control unit valve travel result in non-uniform control characteristics
and poor centering. A similar system exists on the 737 and has been accepted
for double hydraulic failure conditions.
Lateral Control System Cable Jams
The lateral control system is designed with pogo springs, shear-out points
and dual control cables in the wing. FAR.XX.671 requires control over Jams
for control surfaces in a "normal" position. Potential Jams of this sort would
result in one spoiler Jammed down (isp = 00) or one choke Jammed down (ECH = 0%)
or both ailerons Jammed in their droQped position ('a = 9aDROOp). Because the
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lateral control system is composed of multiple surfaces, a Jam at neutral poses
no significant problem. In fact, in most cases, a single surface can be Jammed
all the way up to its maximum deflection without running out of counteracting
control power. (All flight controls have a number of single-load-path elements,
which could cause loss of the airplane upon failure. Original Buffalo components,
i.e., single cable runs, are simple and straight forward in design. The remote
chance of such failures has made the risk acceptable).
Flap Asymmetry
Failures in the flap system which could produce asymmetric flap conditions are1
generally remote. The flap system is rotated by two hydraulic actuators on
each panel. Hydraulic power is supplied by both systems alternately to each
actuator so that each flap panel has dual power source. Position control is.
through a single valve in the body (dual hydraulic). Outboard and inboard flap.'
panels are mechanically tied together, and a large torque tube extends through 
the fuselage to interconnect the flaps across the airplane. In normal operation
the flaps and aileron droop move uniformly with the structural interconnections
evening out any differences in airloads. It is conceivable that the flap
interconnect between inboard and outboard panels could break. Position feedback
to the flap control valve comes from the inboard flap. Thus, the outboard flap
may not hold exact position, due to uneven airloads, even though the actuators
hold the same pressure as those of the inboard flap. The extent of the variation
in flap loads (perhaps caused by sideslip, rolling maneuvers, spanwise location,
etc.) is unknown but not expected to produce differences in deflection greater
than SF ~ 5 ° to 100. Rolling moment due to asymmetric outboard flap and adjacent
aileron have been estimated (Figure 4-23). The most critical condition exists
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at flaps up where lateral control power is lower. As shown in the figure,
sufficient lateral control does exist to counteract the asymmetry.
Duct Burst
Failures in the air ducting system can have significant effects on lift distri-
bution across the wing. Rolling moment is produced which must be overcome by
lateral control. Figure 4-24 shows the effect of a complete failure in the
air duct running straight back from the engine to the flap. Engine blowing on
the remaining fuselage crossover duct has been assumed unchanged. This burst
duct condition can be controlled.
Figure 4-25 shows a corresponding burst in the crossover duct as it passes through
the body. Full lateral control is required to balance the rolling moment with
nothing left over for maneuvering. This condition was simulated in the NASA-Ames
study and found unacceptable. The pilot was able to dive and increase speed
to gain control; however, considerable altitude was lost in the maneuver. Figure
4-26 shows that increasing the emergency power to the engine feeding the good
duct tends to balance out the condition shown in Figure 4-25. Shutting off
the engine connected to the failed-duct also alleviates the problem. Because
a burst duct is a marginal control situation, a warning system based on duct
pressure indication has been installed on the airplane. The pilot will have
indication of loss in duct integrity and will be able to shut down the
appropriate engine. In addition, the materials used in duct fabrication have
been chosen for safe fatigue and crack growth properties. Duct burst is
considered a remote situation.
0
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SAS System Failures
The "single channel" stability augmentation system is subject to hardover and
oscillatory failures which actuate the flight controls. SAS authority limits
are set high enough for satisfactory system operation yet low enough for
effective recovery in the event of failures. Current design limits are 19°~S
and 5°O&. Pilots were subjected to SAS failures in the simulator (Reference 21)
at 25O°w and 12.5'°r authority. Recovery from single axis hardover failures,
either lateral or directional, was no problem at the approach (60 kts)
flight condition, with a successful landing made in all cases. (The airplane
was flyable to a safe landing with total SAS failure.) Comparable results
were found with hardovers during takeoff. Oscillatory failures also posed no
recovery problem. A simultaneous hardover in the lateral and directional axes
during the approach (possible with variable stability mode) was felt to be
the most difficult failure, but still considered acceptable. Bank angle and
sideslip upset transients did not exceed 12.5° . Based on the severity of
rudder hardovers at higher speeds, the current SAS systexm automatically switches
off above 100 kts. Lateral and directional control power are adequate for
overriding the SAS.
With all of the listed failure conditions flying qualities are degraded,
particularly in the STOL regime. If possible, it is best not to enter the
STOL flight regime after a system failure. It is deemed prudent that following
any first system malfunction the pilot elect to return to base for a
conventional landing. The best all-round compromise condition is FLAPS 30° and
VApp = 90 kts. At this condition longitudinal characteristics are stable and
O




well-behaved (Section 3.2) and approach lift coefficient is no higher than
conventional transports. Lateral-directional handling qualities should
be adequate. The 90 kt landing speed is still low enough to pose no problem
to brakes and gear. Thus, flight safety is enhanced if this procedure is
followed.
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4.4 Dynamic Stability and Control
Lateral-directional dynamic stability characteristics of the Modified C-8A
degenerate in the powered-lift STOL regime. By virtue of low flight speed
small bank angles generate large turning rates. Reduced flight speed also
reduces the aerodynamic "spring" and "damping" terms relative to mass and
inertia. Hence frequency of oscillation becomes lower, and the airplane
tends to wander in heading due to reduced directional "stiffness". Damping
ratio would perhaps increase if it were not for cross-coupling effects. High
lift levels on the wing produce large, adverse levels of "rolling moment due,
to yaw rate" and "yawing moment due to roll rate". Roll damping itself
degenerates and roll mode time constant increases. Lack of dihedral effect
produces degraded spiral stability causing the airplane to "roll off" in a
very few seconds.
Unaugmented Airplane
Figure 4-27 presents unaugmented airplane dynamic characteristics at STOL
and conventional flight points. Cruise flight .is not anticipated to be a
problem area. Dutch roll damping and period are acceptable, spiral stability
is neutral, and roll mode time constant is satisfactory. Piloted operation
at speeds above 100 knots, without SAS, was rated acceptable in the simulator.
Basic airplane dynamics at conventional landing approach (Flaps 30° , 90 kts)
is seen to be acceptable as well.
STOL operation, both takeoff and landing, is characterized by long dutch
roll period and long roll mode time constant, making precise flight path
control difficult. If C1 = 0, as expected, dutch roll damping ratio will be
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Continuous and excessive pilot attention is required to keep the airplane from
rolling off. At the other extreme, if Cap = -.004 /deg, spiral stability becomes
tolerable but dutch roll damping degenerates. Characteristic period and
damping is only part of the problem; typical flight maneuvering, such as turn
entry, becomes a severe problem. Figure 4-28 shows the airplane response to
a step wheel input without SAS and with Cp = -.004/deg. The aerodynamic
cross coupling induces large sideslip angles in the turn entry making
coordination almost impossible (typically, ~/~-.5). The heading response
lag is over 4 seconds, an unacceptable situation. With CpA = 0 the spiral
mode is so unstable that airplane response to this type of step input is a
complete rollover. Keeping the wings level requires almost 100% lateral
control, particularly in moderate turbulence. In the simulator the pilots were
able to fly the airplane to a STOL landing without SAS. Pilot rating ranged
from 6.0 to 9.0 on the Cooper-Harper scale. Clearly, SAS-off flight in the
STOL regime is for emergencies only.
Augmented Airplane
Early in the program it was decided that a lateral-directional stability
augmentation system was mandatory for good handling qualities. The two mode
SAS resulted: "Normal Mode" for handling qualities improvement and "Variable
Stability Mode" for research. Performance objectives used in the control law
development were as follows:
' Improve spiral stability to time to double or half amplitude greater
than 20 sec.
· Maintain well-damped dutch roll mode with frequency greater than 0.5 rad/sec
(Period < 12.5 sec).




* Reduce the roll mode time constant to -'R C1.0 sec.
* Provide turn coordination with ratio of peak sideslip to bank angle
developed during rapid turn entry at ~-c3 and heading delay less
than 2 sec.
Figure 4-29 shows the lateral axis stability augmentation system. With flaps
down, roll rate and yaw rate feedback to the lateral controls are used to
modify the free airplane roll and spiral mode. Two discrete gains are provided
for the roll rate feedback which are automatically selected as a function of
flap position. Gain programming with flaps is provided for a more uniform
roll response at all flaps-down flight conditions. Spiral mode augmentation
uses a fixed gain, as no set variation with flight condition was noted.
Lateral axis stability augmentation is not necessary at cruise flight conditions.
The system is therefore locked out for speeds (Ve) greater than 100 knots.
Directional axis stability augmentation system is shown in Figure 4-30. For
flaps down, the directional augmentation system provides turn coordination and
dutch roll damping.
For flap settings greater than 40° , roll rate and roll angle feedback to the
rudder improve turn coordination by minimizing peak and steady-state sideslip
angles during turns. To avoid excessive proverse yaw at higher airspeeds,
*the gains are automatically reduced for flap settings less than 40° .
A derived sideslip rate signal is used to increase the dutch roll damping. A
fixed roll attitude gain in the sideslip rate derivation is satisfactory since
steady-state signals are washed out by the bandpass filter. With flaps up,
a yaw rate damper was considered desirable, although not mandatory. However,
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simulator results showed rudder. SAS hardovers induced unacceptably large
transients at cruise. The directional system is therefore automatically dis-
engaged for Ve '100 knots.
The lateral-directional dynamics at STOL landing approach have been improved to
satisfactory levels by the SAS. Figure 4-31 presents a comparison of response
to a small wheel pulse with and without SAS. The augmented airplane is well-
behaved at 60 knot STOL approach with stable dutch roll and spiral modes. Dutch
roll damping is 37- .5 with lengthened period at P = 12 sec. Spiral mode is
stable with time-to-half-amplitude at Ty = 10 sec. Rapid turn entries
conducted during the piloted simulator study are shown on Figure 4-32. Turn
coordination characteristics satisfy the SAS design goals with acceptable side-
slip and short heading lag. The augmented lateral-directional handling
qualities were rated as satisfactory (pilot ratings of 3.5).
For handling qualities research the SAS has the variable stability mode of
operation permitting a wide range of lateral-directional characteristics.
Destabilizing feedback is possible. Figure 4-33 tabulates the range of
feedback gains built into the system. The primary controlled parameter in
most cases can be varied to generate very unstable characteristics. All
combinations of feedback gains have not been analyzed to determine gain settings
for neutral stability. Extreme caution is deemed prudent when using the
variable stability mode.
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a 5.0 ENGINE-OUT CHARACTERISTICS
Engine-out characteristics are given special attention in this section. The
Modified C-8A has many of the general engine-out features found on STOL trans-
ports plus a few unique problems of its own. Production of an augmentor wing
research aircraft started with two fixed constraints: the airframe and the
engine. Increased wing loading requirements caused the wing span (aspect ratio)
reduction. Being a twin, the airplane has a 50% loss in thrust at engine
failure. Engine-out climb performance with all of the above factors becomes a
fine balance between thrust and drag.
Low-speed, STOL operation calls for relatively high flap deflection for takeoff
(drag levels on the order of conventional airplanes at landing flaps). Early in
the program the takeoff flap setting was raised from 6F = 500 to SF = 300
primarily to provide engine-out climb capability.
Low-speed, steep approach at landing dictates very large flap deflection (SF=650)
with even higher drag level. STOL operation, particularly landing,; requires
"powered lift" where engine power is needed to stay in the air. On approach,
hot thrust is vectored downward to provide lifting force. Hence, engine failure
results in lift loss, both direct hot and Jet flap cold flow, as well as loss in
forward thrust. The airplane sinks, which is "unconventional", and flap retrac-
tion is required to climb away.
Hot thrust comprises over two-thirds of the total producing relatively large
engine-out thrust asymmetries. With vectorable nozzles hot thrust moment
0
0




may roll the airplane as well as produce conventional yawing. Engine-out control
becomes a significant problem, particularly at 60 kt approach. Generally, the
Modified C-8A operates at speeds closer to VMC than usually found in conventional
transports.
5.1 Engine-Out Steady-State Performance
Engine-out climb performance at maximum landing weight is presented in Figure 5-i
for standard-day operation at emergency power. (Pilot action is required to
advance throttle to emergency setting after engine failure.) Performance improves
at reduced gross weight and deteriorates with increased weight, altitude or
temperature. At flaps 300 (takeoff or go-around) climb gradient at Vz ~ 75 kts
meets FAR Part XX criteria (Reference 9). Better takeoff engine-out climb
performance is possible by further reduction in flap setting (longer field
lengths). Engine-out climb at cruise conditions is satisfactory at Ve 100 kts.
Design landing approach (9F = 650,' = 900, VAp = 60 kts) is made at "approach
power setting", approximately 92% RPM. At this setting each engine is producing
46% of its hot thrust capability and 69% of its cold thrust. After an engine
failure, if the remaining engine is left at 92% RPM, the resulting descent angle i
greater than 1= - 1 (Figure 5-1). Stall speed at 62 kts exceeds the original
approach trim condition. The following action must be taken immediately:
* Advance power on the remaining engine to emergency setting.
If desired, the landing approach may then be continued at emergency power setting
with some reduction in vector angle position. Approach speed should be increased
to nearly 70 kts and the glide slope reduced to keep rate of descent at 800 fpm.
Stall margins are then adequate for continued approach.
0
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At landing flaps the drag level is too high to permit go-around to a
conventional landing approach. A steady positive climb angle with acceptable
stall margin can only be achieved at emergency power setting by:
Vectoring the hot thrust vector full aft, and
* Retracting the flaps to the 300 position, and
0 Increasing speed above the 60 kt approach speed at
which the engine failed to best climb speed of 75 kts.
A finite amount of time is required to accomplish these steps during which the
workload on the pilot is very heavy.
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v 5.2 Engine-out Steady-state Control
Sufficient control must exist to counteract an engine failure and continue the
flight to a safe landing. Engine fan air is ducted across the fuselage to main-
tain flap blowing over the entire wing via the duct-within-a-duct system. With
symmetrical cold thrust blowing, early NASA simulator studies revealed that directi
hot thrust rolling momentswas too large. To partially compensate for some of the
hot thrust rolling moment, the duct system has been designed to deliver a greater
proportionality of cold flow to the opposite wing. Most of this asymmetric
blowing is delivered to the aileron, which receives air from only one engine
(opposite side of the airplane). Figure 5-2 illustrates the blowing distribution
from one engine. Asymmetric lift distribution, primarily due to blown-and-
unblown drooped aileron lift, generates aerodynamic rolling moment which partiaUlY
cancels the direct hot thrust moment. The remainder of the hot thrust must be
handled by the pilot using lateral control and rudder.
Engine-out control at cruise poses no problem. Full emergency thrust, vectors
can be handled by the rudder on only one hydraulic system. In fact, engine-out
is controllable by sideslip using no rudder down to Ve = 100 kts without exceedin
= 100 (steady state). Engine-out control at takeoff with vectors rotated full
aft is essentially a "conventional" rudder problem. Rolling moment is relatively
small and easily controllable.
The asymmetric blowing feature is most needed at landing approach, where thrust i
vectored atW= 90°0. (Airplane flap and power setting were specifically chosen
for the 60 kt, W= -7.5° approach condition so that ample margins exist with hot
thrust perpendicular to the flight path). Engine failure at approach power
C produces the rolling characteristic shown in Figure 5-3. Two things happen:
O0





Loss of blowing causes available lateral control power to degenerate by about 40%
while asymmetric blowing reduces the net engine-out rolling moment to a small
level - much less than direct hot thrust. Very little wheel is required to keep
the wings level.
As shown in Figure 5-1, the airplane has a very high rate of descent unless the
remaining engine is advanced in power. Increasing power on the remaining engine
before rotating the nozzles aft almost doubles the direct hot thrust rolling
moment. Engine thrust characteristics are such that there is much less increase
in compensating cold thrust. Figure 5-4 presents the net, compensated engine-
out rolling moment and the maximum available lateral control power at emergency
power setting. (Note: Even though emergency thrust can be achieved with vectors
down, test stand engine running structurally deformed the Pegasus nozzle "trouser
piece" at full power. Therefore, the pilot is cautioned not to select power
settings above takeoff rating with vectors down.) At 60 kts the pilot needs
about 50% of the available roll control to balance the engine-out condition.
Continued approach with ectors down (see Figure 5-1) means that significant
lateral trim is required to maintain wings level and that remaining lateral catrl
capability for maneuvering is Just adequatefor emergency operation.
If the pilot elects to rotate the nozzles aft for a more conventional landing (or
go-around) the engine-out rolling moment becomes yawing moment. Figure 5-5 shows
that at constant speed engine-out rolling moment is reduced, but changes sign, as
thrust vector reaches V=6° . Yawing moment becomes quite large, nearly exceeding
rudder capability at 60 kts (0 = 0°0 ,P= 00). Thus, the pilot must change control
input from almost no rudder to full pedal and half wheel to nearly, half wheel in
e the opposite direction. Such control transients, when coupled with zero dihedral
0
effect, are very difficult to cope with.
0




The reversal in lateral control input with vector angle could be reduced by
changing the amount of asymmetric blowing. Reduced blowing asymmetry was eval-
uated in the simulator. The characteristic shown in Figure 5-5 implies the need
for nearly full lateral control if full power is reached with vectors down. Pilots
rated this as unacceptable. With no option for valving in the duct system to
regulate blowing, the current asymmetric blowing design is rated as the best
compromise for engine-out control.
5.3 Engine-out Minimum Control Speed
There is no single "minimum control speed" for the Modified C-8A. Control require
ments change with flap angle and vector angle as well as airspeed. For vectors
aft conditions such as takeoff, cruise and go-around minimum control speed, V.CA,
has been defined as the lowest speed at which engine-out yawing moment can be
countered by rudder using 0=50 bank angle (dead engine high) on a straight-ahead
flight path. With thrust vectored downward minimum control speed occurs when
lateral control available after trimming the rolling moment is just adequate for
emergency maneuvering control. One definition of this level is sufficient lateral
control power to generate 0=.15 to .30 RAD/SEC roll acceleration on landing
approach (see Ref. 15' and ;16). A value of 0=.2 RAD/SEC has been used for design
because it corresponds to Boeing experience with manual reversion landings on
commercial transports, and the level was deemed adequate for the Modified C-8A on
the simulator.
V has been determined at the lightest airplane gross weight deemed practical'
MCA
and at sea level, standard day, emergency thrust level. Reduced weight permits
the airplane to fly slower which is most critical for engine-out control, as
2 opposed to engine-but climb performance. Figure 5-6 shows the fraction of
0
available control required to trim engine-out moments at takeoff flap setting.
0
Characteristics at three bankangles are shown. Minimum control speed at 0=5 °





is declared at Ve = 47 kts, which is below single-engine stall speed. The
speed at which full rudder is reached is strongly dependent on bank angle used
to balance rudder sideforce and maintain straight flight path. Lateral control
requirement and sideslip indication (left slip for left engine failure) should
aid the pilot in holding correct bank angle. Takeoff rotation and climb
speeds are noted on Figure 5-6. Both are well above VMCA.
Engine failure during the takeoff ground roll must be counteracted directly by
the rudder without the benefit of bank angle. Conventional transport airworth-
iness policy defines ground minimum control speed, VMCg, as the engine failure
speed on takeoff at which controllability by primary aerodynamic controls alone
(no steering) can be demonstrated without exceeding 25 ft. lateral deviation
from the runway centerline. VMCg is generally slightly below actual static
balance speed (rudder moment equals engine moment) because the airplane continues
to accelerate after engine failure. VMCg has been estimated for the Modified'
C-8A at takeoff flaps (~F = 300)and 40,000 lb at Ve = 53 kts. Since many
assumptions were made in the calculations, pilots should add a few knots when
testing the airplane. Even so, VMCg is well below the takeoff rotation speed.
At landing flaps, VMCA is declared at Ve - 53 kts with vectors aft and 0 5° .
Figure 5-7 shows the same strong effect of bank angle as seen at takeoff. At
landing flaps the lack of dihedral effect results in left wheel for right rudder
(left engine failed), which is opposite to conventional airplane characteristics.
At the light gross weight of 35,000 lb, VMCA is above stall speed. One should
also note that landing flaps VMCA is somewhat higher than takeoff flaps. This
can be attributed to "adverse yaw" due to greater blowing on the opposite drooped
aileron and flap. Since actual wind tunnel data do not exist for engine-out
conditions, it is possible that this effect may not be so great.




With nozzles vectored downward, engine-out is a lateral control problem. Figure
5-8 shows the control required to trim the engine-out at landing flaps and
35,000 lbs. Very little rudder is needed. The speed for full lateral control
is almost the same as one-engine stall speed. However, if sufficient control
power is held back for maneuvering at ~ = .2 RAD/SEC2, then VMCA occurs near
60 kts. Recommended speed for continued approach is about 70 kts for this
condition. For engine-out with vectors down the pilot should keep both bank
angle and sideslip small.
It should be noted that engine-out control is more difficult with thrust
vectored downward at reduced flap settings. Less aileron droop and flap angle
reduces the amount of aerodynamic rolling moment produced by asymmetric
blowing (see Figure 5-2). Also there is less lateral control power available.
By holding back lateral control power for maneuvering at = .2 RAD/SEC2, the
VMCA occurs at nearly 80 knots for vectors down at 2F = 30°O
Figure 5-9 summarizes the minimum control speed situation. With nozzles aft at
V/= 60, VMCA occurs at speeds below one-engine stall speeds except for light-
weight, landing flap conditions. With vectors down at/=r 90° the speed for
adequate roll control (emergency basis) is greater than 60 kts, although full
lateral control is not required until reaching stall speed. It is recommended
that, if possible, the nozzles be rotated aft after engine failure for better
performance, control margins and more-or-less conventional flight characteristics
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5.h Engine-Out on the Simulator
The performance and control problems associated with engine failure dictated a
real time, pilot-in-the-loop simulation. Dynamic characteristics and pilot
time delays and workload can only be appreciated on the simulator. Two piloted
simulation periods (Oct. 1970 and May 1971) were used on the NASA-Ames FSAA
system (Reference 7). In addition, an appreciation of the physics of the 
problem was gained in simulator studies conducted at Boeing using an "electronic"
pilot. .
Engine-out handling qualities at takeoff were Judged to be adequate. Pilots were
able to maintain control using more or less conventional techniques. The low
engine-out climb gradient was appreciated but considered tolerable.
Engine failure on STOL landing approach* presented a more difficult situation.
The pilots were subjected to numerous engine failures; the choice of which
engine to fail and at what altitude being randomly selected by test engineers.
After each failure the pilots were allowed to choose whether to continue the
approach to a landing or initiate an engine-out go-around to set up a conven-
tional landing.
The first indication of engine failure was loss in lift and ranid build-up in
sink rate. Airspeed and angle of attack inherently increased due to airplane
settling. Initial rolling and yawing moments were low (see Section 5.2) posing
no initial control problem. Pilots almost immediately increased power on the .
remaining engine. Control response varied depending on subsequent action taken
with the thrust nozzles and flap setting.
o Engine failure on approach is much less of a problem at higher speeds and
reduced glide slope.
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Out of a sampling of 70 engine failures by three pilots, about 60% of the
conditions were go-arounds. If possible, a new approach at conventional
conditions (SF = 30°' VApp = 90 kts,1- = 60) was deemed prudent. The pilots
had adequate control to counter the engine failure, particularly 'since speed
increased naturally. Initial control was gained using o-'350 -45' (wa = 750)
and %R S 50 (Rma
x
= 250). With nozzles aft rudder requirement increased to
sR- 100-15° . Bank angle upset was 0zz7 °0 and recovery maneuvering was made
using 0 -12° to return to runway centerline. Even though adequate control was
available, the engine-out condition was rated as a very demanding task. The
change in sign in rolling moment with nozzle angle coupled with lack of dihedral
effect was very confusing. Yawing and pitching moment changes further
complicated the problem. Confusing and unconventional control characteristics
plus marginal single-engine climb performance makes an engine failure on
approach a very serious matter. Two control techniques were worked out for
dealing with an engine failure and making a go-around.
Technique A
The first technique was to immediately increase thrust on the remaining engine.
Nozzle and flap position were changed subsequently depending on the decision to
land or go-around, If go-around were made, the nozzles were raised and flaps
selected ati = 30° as the speed built up. Figure 5-10 illustrates this
technique. While restoring lost lift, increasing power with no change in vector
angle generates large rolling moment. Wheel input is necessary when the nozzles
are rotated. Wheel direction must be reversed although the amount required
falls off with continued go-around., Rudder input is seen with aft vector
angle. Rotating the nozzles in this condition also produced a large nose-up
pitching moment. Considerable control coordination was required to keep the
wings level and airplane on a straight course.





In technique "B" the nozzles were rotated aft before power was increased on the
remaining engine. This technique minimizes the control problems and reduces
the confusing change in control direction. Figure 5-11 illustrates this
technique. Very little wheel motion is required. For the most part rudder
becomes the dominant control input as in a conventional airplane. (The large
sideslip angle shown in the figure resulted from failure to use enough rudder
initially, then too much later in the go-around).
Current engine-out control philosophy leans toward the more conventional
technique "B" . Throttle and nozzle control levers have been modified so that
both may be advanced simultaneously using one hand. This results in full
power and vectors aft conditions occurring at the same time thereby speeding
the recovery. Low wheel and stick forces now permit easy control of the
airplane using only one hand. Engine-out control is well within the capability
of the airplane.
The most pressing consideration lies in minimizing altitudeloss in making the
go-around. Steep approach, loss of lift, high drag flaps, etc. all add to
the high sink rate encountered following engine failure. Figure 5-12 presents
a selected example of a one-engine go-around. The rapid increase in sink rate
(22 ft/sec) and loss in load factor must be dealt with at the same time that
roll, yaw and pitch control is being maintained. Downward acceleration,
increase in thrust and'thrust vectoring aft produce an increase in airspeed
which helps to regain margin from stall and accelerate the airplane towards a
e positive climb gradient. Approximately constant pitch attitude is flown while
o flaps are retracted for go-around.





Fast reactions are needed to effect a go-around with minimum altitude loss. Early
trials in the simulator saw altitude loss from point of engine failure in excess
of 350 feet. Mean levels from early piloted simulator work tended toward 250
feet altitude loss. Techniques for taking corrective action in minimum time were
practiced in the second simulation period. Prior work using an "electronic"
pilot showed the merits of moving quickly (Reference 5). The analysis shoed
that pull up to moderate angle of attack (oF 12°) followed by tracking on flaps
30° climb speed (Ve- 75 kts) results in minimum altitude loss in the go-around.
This technique was followed by the pilots. Piloted recovery results are
compared with the analysis in Figure 5-13.
Although go-arounds were accomplished from as low as 90 ft altitude in calm air,
the minimum go-around altitude had to be increased in turbulent conditions.
It would appear that minimum go-around altitude should be on the order of 150 ft.
It should be recalled that the pilots elected to continue the approach to a
landing in about. 405 of the trials. Figure 5-14 shows a successful one engine
landing after engine failure at 150 feet altitude. In this case immediate
reaction to an engine failure is to increase power, vector the thrust aft and
leave the flaps down for maximum lift capability. Again note the reduction in
load factor at engine failure and the large increase in sink rate at 23 ft/sec.
Speed is allowed to build up only as necessary to retain stall margin and produce
reasonable body attitude at an allowable rate of descent. As can be seen from
this condition, there is plenty of flare capability; touchdown sink rate was
held to only 3.5 ft/sec. (Engine-out landing occurs up to 500 ft short of
the original touchdown aiming point. Pilots are encouraged to aim to land over










The actual vector angle chosen for a continued landing after engine failure
varied between different pilots and depended to some extent on the techniques
used to control rate of descent. Using nozzle vectoring inevitably introduces
pitching, rolling and yawing moments from the operative engine's hot thrust
Jet. Power changes introduced mainly rolling moments. Two pilots stated a
preference for thrust modulation, but when faced with the problem in subsequent
cases, all pilots used combined techniques.
Touchdowns will occur at increasingly higher angles of attack, up to a stalling
flare, as the engine failure altitude comes nearer the ground. At very low
altitude engine failures will result in hard touchdowns. If immediate flaring
is attempted, the pilot may be able to reduce sink rate to the landing gear
structural limits (12 ft/sec). Full elevator flare immediately after engine
failure (with increase in power) was found to arrest sink rate to gear limits
t( Iin the "electronic" pilot simulation. Engine failures above about 50 ft
altitude can probably be corrected to the point that little, if any, damage
will be done to the airplane.
There does exist a region near the ground where an engine failure would cause
a very hard landing, beyond landing gear structural capability. This failure
altitude roughly corresponds to that for flare initiation. Exposure to this
critical condition lasts for about the last 4 to 5 seconds prior to touchdown.
Special seats have been installed on the airplane to take high sink rate
landings without injuring the pilot. New emergency egress doors have been
added in the cockpit to facilitate getting out of the airplane. Since the
exposure time is short, the risk of critical engine failure near the ground
has been considered reasonable for a research airplane.
0
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p'~ Aspect ratio = b2/S
b Span
;MAC. Mean Aerodynamic Chord
CCA Center of Gravity
Isentropic Thrust Coefficient - Tcold/qS
CL Lift Coefficient = LIFT/qs (positive up)
CD Drag Coefficient = DRAG/qs (positive aft)
C m Pitch moment coefficient = P.M.N/Sc (positive nose up)
Cn Yawing moment coefficient = N/VS (positive nose right)
Cy Sideforce coefficient = Y/qS (positive right)
Cj( Rolling moment coefficient = b (positive right wing down)
.Fp Pedal Force (positive for positive rudder)
Fs Stick Force (positive for pull)
~Fs Wheel Force (positive for right wheel)
LT Horizontal tail incidence (positive L.E. up)
I~14 Engine RPM
na Load factor (g's)
Dynamic pressure
Wing Area
t-o Time required to reach 30° bank angle
_Ils Time required to reach 15.0 heading angle
Ve Equivalent airspeed
_ X s Column position (positive aft)
ot O( Angle of attack (positive L.E. up, relative to fuselage datum)
o
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Sideslip (positive nose left)
Flight path angle (positive up)
Aileron deflection (positive T.E. down)
Augmentor choke deflection (positive up)
Elevator deflection (positive T.E. down)
Flap'deflection (positive T.E. down)
Pedal deflection (positive for positively)
Spoiler deflection (positive T.E. up)
Rudder deflection (positive T.E. left)
Tab deflection (poisitive T.E. down)
Wheel deflection (positive right)






Hot thrust nozzle angle (positive down)
Time constant
Bank angle
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